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HOME PROGRAM: Yes/No Questions – Moderately-Complex 

Practicing tasks that address goals need to be conducted every day for positive outcomes. Patients performing 
home programs each day — allow for daily work toward goals. 
 
Instructions: Caregivers are too set a time aside each day, for about 10 minutes at least. If patients have 
difficulty with the first answer, caregivers should provide visual help with a head nod or head shake. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
“Let’s answer some question with ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”  
 
“Yes List      “No” List  
Is marriage typically between two people?   Do people paint the walls every day? 
Are camels found in the Middle East?   Is flour you cook with the same as flowers you pick? 
Do prisoners sometimes show remorse?   Is it necessary to always make a movie reservation? 
Is a snake the same thing as a serpent?   Is it hard for a seamstress to sew on a button? 
Do you say “Your Highness” to the Queen?   Are arguments always winnable? 
Do “improper” and “indecent” mean the same?  Are elephants always running? 
Is a leader cares about self-motivation?   Is an anniversary something that is beneficial to forget? 
Can a bike ride be 25 miles?     Does everyone read labels on products? 
Should state fair rides be inspected for safety?  Do monsoons only occur in the winter? 
Is abuse something that should be reported?  Should marketing always be taken as truth?  
Is it important how people behave?    Does “retaliate” mean to make peace? 
Should people ask for help in a crisis?   Do masquerade masks show a full face? 
Do professors deliver lectures?    Does everyone wear sunglasses at night? 
Does grotesque mean “distorted?”   Is volunteering paid work?  
Does the government hold elections?   Is the word “to” an adjective? 
Do buses stop frequently in urban areas?   Is it common to catch a cold every day? 
Are people sometimes nonchalant?    Is a wedding an everyday event? 
Is it possible to be lazy in the workplace?   Is it necessary to take three showers a day? 
Do lawyers sometimes drag out proceedings?  Is a curse the same as a blessing? 
Is a vocabulary something people develop?  Is a rainbow something people see every day? 
Do some people have secret bank accounts?  Is it acceptable to argue with a police officer? 
Do people pay respect at family gatherings?  Are opponents your allies? 
Is it important to make amends?    Is it respectful to be sarcastic? 
Do people sometimes fake a sickness?   Is seeing a counselor for therapy forbidden? 
Do college students cram during finals week?  Do national mid-term elections happen every year? 
Is safe driving important?       Are commercial promises to be taken as absolute truth?         
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